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QUESTION 1

You use Microsoft SQL Server Profile to evaluate a query named Query1. The Profiler report indicates the following
issues: 

At each level of the query plan, a low total number of rows are processed. 

The query uses many operations. This results in a high overall cost for the query. 

You need to identify the information that will be useful for the optimizer. 

What should you do? 

A. Start a SQL Server Profiler trace for the event class Auto Stats in the Performance event category. 

B. Create one Extended Events session with the sqlserver.missing_column_statistics event added. 

C. Start a SQL Server Profiler trace for the event class Soft Warnings in the Errors and Warnings event category. 

D. Create one Extended Events session with the sqlserver.missing_join_predicate event added. 

Correct Answer: D 

The Missing Join Predicate event class indicates that a query is being executed that has no join predicate. This could
result in a long-running query. 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to build a function that meets the following requirements: 

How should you complete the Transact-SQL statement? To answer, drag the appropriate Transact-SQL statements to
the correct locations. Each Transact-SQL segment may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to
drag 

the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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References: https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189294(v=sql.105).aspx 

 

QUESTION 3
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Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution. Determine whether the solution meets the stated goals. 

You need to create a stored procedure that updates the Customer, CustomerInfo, OrderHeader, and OrderDetails
tables in order. 

You need to ensure that the stored procedure: 

Runs within a single transaction. 

Commits updates to the Customer and CustomerInfo tables regardless of the status of updates to the OrderHeader and
OrderDetail tables. 

Commits changes to all four tables when updates to all four tables are successful. 

Solution: You create a stored procedure that includes the following Transact-SQL segment: 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Need to handle the case where the first two updates (OrderHeader, OrderDetail) are successful, but either the 3rd or the
4th (OrderHeader, OrderDetail) fail. We add the @CustomerComplete variable in the BEGIN TRY block, and test it in 

the BEGIN CATCH block. 
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Note: XACT_STATE indicates whether the request has an active user transaction, and whether the transaction is
capable of being committed. 

XACT_STATE =1: the current request has an active user transaction. The request can perform any actions, including
writing data and committing the transaction. 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/xact-state-transact-sql 

 

QUESTION 4

You are maintaining statistics for a database table named tblTransaction. The table contains more than 10 million
records. You need to create a stored procedure that meets the following requirements: 

-On weekdays, update statistics for a sample of the total number of records in the table. 

-On weekends, update statistics by sampling all rows in the table. 

A maintenance task will call this stored procedure daily. 

How should you complete the stored procedure? To answer, select the appropriate Transact-SQL segments in the
answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: UPDATE STATISTICS Box 2: SAMPLE 20 PERCENT UPDATE STATISTICS tablenameSAMPLE number {
PERCENT | ROWS } Specifies the approximate percentage or number of rows in the table or indexed view for the query
optimizer to use when it updates statistics. For PERCENT, number can be from 0 through 100 and for ROWS, number
can be from0 to the total number of rows. Box 3: UPDATE STATISTICS Box 4: WITH FULLSCAN FULLSCAN
computes statistics by scanning all rows in the table or indexed view. FULLSCAN and SAMPLE 100 PERCENT have
the same results. FULLSCAN cannot be used with the SAMPLE option. References:https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms187348.aspx 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

You have a memory-optimized table named Customer. The table is accessed by a stored procedure named
ManageCustomer. 

The database was created in Microsoft SQL Server 2014. A backup and restore operation was used to move the
database to SQL Server 2016. 

You have performance issues with the stored procedure. 

You need to resolve the performance issues and ensure the table statistics are updated automatically. 
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Which three Transact-SQL segments should you use to develop the solution? To answer, move the appropriate
Transact-SQL segments from the list of Transact-SQL segments to the answer area and arrange them in the correct
order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Step 1: ALTER DATABASE CURRENT SET COMPATIBILITY_LEVEL 

Sets certain database behaviors to be compatible with the specified version of SQL Server. 

Syntax: 

ALTER DATABASE database_name 

SET COMPATIBILITY_LEVEL = { 150 | 140 | 130 | 120 | 110 | 100 | 90 } 

Step 2: UPDATE STATISTICS Customers 
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UPDATE STATISTICS updates query optimization statistics on a table or indexed view. 

Step 3: EXEC sp_recompile N\\' \\'Manage_customer\\' 

sp_recompile causes stored procedures, triggers, and user-defined functions to be recompiled the next time that they
are run. It does this by dropping the existing plan from the procedure cache forcing a new plan to be created the next
time 

that the procedure or trigger is run 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/statements/alter-database-transact-sql-compatibility-level 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/statements/update-statistics-transact-sql 
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